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CAST
(In Alphabetical Order)
Holly Holsinger
Tausha Johnson
Nancy Nyman
Cristina Poole
Candace Reynolds

ACT I

ALL GIRL BAND with Tina, Candee, Tausha, Holly and Nancy
Lyrics by David Zippe; Music by Doug Katsaros

A...MY NAME IS ALICE POEMS with Tina, Candee, Tausha, Holly and Nancy
By Marta Kauffman & David Crane

AT MY AGE with Holly as Vicky and Nancy as Karen
Lyrics by June Siegel; Music by Glen Roven

TRASH with Candee as Mindy, Tausha as Mrs. Kaplan, Nancy as Howard and Holly as Stanley
Lyrics by Marta Kauffman & David Crane; Music by Michael Skloff

FOR WOMEN ONLY POEMS with Tina
By Marta Kauffman & David Crane

GOOD THING I LEARNED TO DANCE with Nancy as the Dancer and Candee as her mother
Lyrics by Mark Saltzman; Music by Stephen Lawrence

WELCOME TO KINDERGARTEN, MRS. JOHNSON with Tausha as Ms. Thomas and Candee as Mrs. Johnson

I SURE LIKE THE BOYS with Tina as the Actress
Lyrics by Steve Tesich; Music by Lucy Simon

MS. MAE with Nancy as Mr. Mae
By Cassandra Medley

DETROIT PERSONS with Candee as Rosie, Tina as Sheridan, Holly as Vonelle, Nancy as Spike and Tausha as Wanda
By Susan Rice

FOR WOMEN ONLY POEMS with Tina as the Poetess
By Marta Kauffman & David Crane

THE PORTRAIT with Tina as the Actress
Lyrics and Music by Amanda McBroom

BLUER THAN YOU with Tina, Holly and Tausha
Lyrics by Winnie Holzman; Music by David Evans
ACT II

PRETTY YOUNG MEN with Holly as Ariene, Tausha as Roz and Nancy as Helen
Lyrics by Susan Birkenhead; Music by Lucy Simon

DEMIGOD with Candee as the Woman
By Richard LaGravanese

THE FRENCH SONG with Tina
Lyrics & Music by Don Tucker; Monologue by Art Murray

PAY THEM NO MIND with Tausha
Lyrics & Music by Calvin Alexander & James Shorter

HOT LUNCH with Nancy as the Workman and Candee as the Woman
By Anne Meara

EMILY, THE M.B.A. with Holly as Emily, Tausha as Chorus Leader, Nancy as 1st Chorus, Tina as 2nd Chorus and Candee as 3rd Chorus
Lyrics by Mark Saltzman; Music by Stephen Lawrence

SISTERS with Holly
Lyrics by Maggie bloomfield; Music by Cheryl Hardwick

HONEYPOT with Tina as the Blues Singer and Holly as the Doctor
Lyrics by Mark Saltzman; Music by Stephen Lawrence

FRIENDS with Tausha as 1st Actress, Holly as 2nd Actress and Tina as the Off-Stage Voice

A...MY NAME IS ALICE with Tina

ALL GIRL BAND with Tina, Candee, Tausha, Holly and Nancy
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